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ABSTRACT 

The Duration of Quantitative and Qualitative 

Anterograde Memory Loss Following Bilateral 

Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) 

by

Philip A  De Fina

This investigation examined anterograde memory loss following a regimen of 

Bilateral Electroconvulsive Therapy in a group of endogenously depressed individuals. It 

has been reported through empirical research (Squire, 1988) and clinical observation 

(Price & MacAllister, 1989) that both anterograde and retrograde memory loss is a 

common side effect o f ECT. Many studies have documented significant amnesic deficits 

in retrograde amnesia (Sackheim, Prudic, & Devanand, 1990). It has not been 

unequivocally established, however, in either the research or clinical literature whether 

anterograde memory loss is a permanent deficit or a transient phenomenon, nor has the 

time of “acute” memory impairment been accurately defined (Darnel & Crovitz, 1982). 

Therefore, further empirical studies in humans documenting the type and extent of loss in 

the acquisition of new learning is necessary to better understand the phenomenon of 

anterograde memory and memory loss. This study, which extends the research of an 

earlier pilot project conducted by the author, addresses that gap in knowledge concerning 

anterograde memory loss following bilateral ECT. The subjects in this study consisted of
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16 endogenously depressed hospitalized patients who received an average o f 8 to 10 

ECT treatments over a period o f 3 weeks. Using established instruments that have been 

validated to measure either memory loss or the extent o f depression, data were gathered 

prior to, during, and following this regimen of treatment. Initial baseline data on both 

memory and depression were collected approximately 24 hours prior to the first ECT 

regimen. The second set of data was collected within 24 hours following the fourth ECT 

since most clinical observations have established this as the period during which the most 

significant memory loss occurs (Freeman, Weeks, & Kendell, 1980) as well as associated 

EEG changes. The third set o f data were collected within 24 hours after the final ECT 

treatment received by each patient. The fourth set of data weres collected 1 week 

following the final (eighth) ECT treatment. A oneway analysis o f variance utilizing a 

repeated measures randomized block design was used to establish the existence o f a 

statistically significant change in anterograde memory during the course of ECT and 

immediately after ECT was terminated. The gap in knowledge revealed through a review 

of the relevant literature substantiates the need for this study. Furthermore, the 

experimental rationale for the study has been clearly demonstrated through the 

preliminary data from the pilot study which demonstrated through a relatively new, but 

well validated psychometric instrument, the existence and extent o f anterograde memory 

impairment in individuals undergoing ECT concomitantly suggesting that this memory 

loss is not a permanent sequelae o f ECT. This is evidenced through the main findings of 

the research which indicate that there is a progressive deterioration in memory during 

ECT, followed by a complete recovery one week after the final treatment.
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION

Both clinical and experimental reports have established memory loss and 

confusion as the two most common side effects o f ECT (Daniel & Crovitz, 1987). The 

memory loss is characterized by a decrease in the short-term storage, thereby negatively 

impacting the acquisition of new information, a significant component o f anterograde 

memory, as well as producing some amnesia for recent events (retrograde amnesia). For 

purposes o f this study, anterograde memory loss was considered to be a short-term 

decrease in the ability to acquire new information, as well as some memory loss for 

recent events that occurred immediately before, during or immediately after a course of 

electroshock therapy. Clinically, these patients often complained of an inability to 

remember proper names (dysnomia). Anterograde memory loss usually manifested itself 

as a significant problem by the fourth treatment session, in which there were also 

characteristic electroencephalographic (EEG) abnormalities (Kalinowsky & Hoch, 1961; 

DElia & Frederikson, 1980; Squire & Zouzounis, 1988; Sackeim et al., 1987). While 

memory loss usually did not appear until the fourth treatment, it did seem to be 

proportional to the number o f treatments received (Daniel, Weiner, & Crovitz, 1983); the 

more treatments received, the longer it took for this capacity to return.

The anterograde amnesia apparently impaired registration of new material that 

occurred during the immediate time of the ECT treatment. Because of this process, 

recollection of such material at a later date may have continued to be impaired regardless 

o f how much time had elapsed subsequent to the course of treatment, thus producing a
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more or less persistent amnesic gap for events or experiences occurring in the immediate 

post ECT period. The anterograde amnesia was generally for events that occurred on the 

day of treatment, a deficiency which terminated rapidly as soon as ECT was 

discontinued. Even severe instances o f anterograde amnesia usually were limited to 

events o f the hospital stay. This process probably was responsible for the occasional 

comments by ECT patients who referred to the memory of the hospital stay as "hazy" or a 

"blank". While it had been reported clinically that most o f the capacity for anterograde 

memory seemed to return sometime within the first 3 weeks following treatment, no clear 

empirical findings have conclusively answered the question as to whether or not the 

functional impairment in anterograde memory was a permanent or transient loss.

Significance of The Study

This study was based on the findings of a pilot study in which a group of six 

endogenously depressed patients were examined to determine the existence o f any lasting 

effects involving anterograde memory loss following bilateral ECT. Lasting effects on 

anterograde memory loss were defined as any loss lasting longer than 1 week after the 

final ECT treatment. The pilot study also examined whether the psychometric test 

instrument chosen to measure memory loss (the Randt) was sensitive to memory loss 

resulting from ECT. The experiment utilized a repeated measures design with multiple 

dependent variables, so that anterograde memory loss could be measured prior to, during, 

and following a prescribed regimen of ECT.

The range of the impairment in anterograde memory loss induced by ECT was 

delineated using various verbal and nonverbal subtests of the Randt Memory Scale, a
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psychometric instrument which measured attention/concentration; general information 

(to assess mental status); rote, associative, discourse and incidental learning; and 

nonverbal visual recognition. In order to factor out the effects of depression on memory, 

the subjects in the pilot study were given the Randt prior to any ECT treatments; these 

scores were compared with scores o f a control group, comprised of age-matched normals 

to establish whether depression affects memory. The pilot study clearly demonstrated 

that ECT had a significant negative impact on anterograde memory, and that the 

cumulative effects of multiple ECT treatments over a period o f 3 weeks created a serious 

iatrogenically induced amnesia. However, the data supported the hypothesis that 

anterograde memory loss recovers over time. Further, the ability to process new 

information (consolidation and retrieval) was not only recovered approximately 1 week 

after the final treatment as compared to the pretest assessment, but actually improved, 

This change in memory function seemed to be the result o f a transient organic 

dysfunction coupled with the fact that the depression has been successfully ameliorated.

Previous studies conducted by many researchers over the past SO years have 

documented various degrees o f memory deficits following prescribed regimens of ECT. 

These memory losses seemed to be most severe with bilateral placement of electrodes 

(Foulon & Karliner, 1972,1973) as compared to unilateral placement. However, there 

was a great divergence o f opinion as to whether these memory losses were clinically 

significant, what types of memory losses resulted from ECT, and how long the losses 

persisted. This study was designed to address questions concerning the extent and 

duration of anterograde memory loss following bilateral ECT with a relatively new
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psychometric instrument, the Randt. This instrument was specifically constructed to 

assess memory loss, and will be used primarily to measure and document deficits in 

verbal anterograde memory loss following ECT treatments.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW OVERVIEW

5

BACKGROUND.

The most significant consequences of ECT are the alterations of higher order 

cognitive functions, presenting a pattern that includes a confusional state concomitant 

with profound deficits in memory and learning (Squire, Slater, & Miller, 1981; Daniel, 

Weiner, & Crovitz, 1983; Sackeim et al. 1987). Since the 1940s, extensive clinical and 

research studies have been published documenting the effects o f diverse ECT procedures. 

The overwhelming focus o f published research for the past 50 years, however, has 

focused on retrograde memory loss. The relatively few published studies on anterograde 

memory loss have resulted in contradictory findings and inferences. These contradictory 

findings are due to a number of factors: during the early years o f research, a pattern was 

established which failed to consider anterograde memory as a significant, autonomous 

variable; the available technology and psychometric instruments at that time were 

relatively primitive which limited the usefulness or generalizability of the findings; 

methodological problems in the studies themselves further limited either their 

generalizability or their reliability; lastly, knowledge about the brain has increased vastly 

in the last 20 years. As a result, there is no extant research basis that has unequivocally 

established the extent or duration o f anterograde memory loss subsequent to ECT 

treatment.

Though a vast amount of literature dealing with electroshock treatments has been
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amassed, much of it concerns the defense o f or an attack upon the effectiveness of ECT 

treatments. A second major portion o f it focuses on more pragmatic factors, such as the 

number and frequency of electroshock treatments required to effect a “cure” or 

amelioration of severe symptomatology by delineating those psychiatric disorders that 

respond more readily to ECT. As a consequence, a disproportionately inadequate 

number of studies have been devoted to experimental and theoretical analyses of the 

impact of electroshock on specific psychological processes such as affect. Those which 

have dealt with this problem are, for the most part, clinical reports rather than 

experimental findings. They generally conclude with a statement noting that a particular 

psychological process appears to be affected, infrequently venturing into the 

experimental analysis of how, and to what extent, alteration takes place in the 

psychological processes. Still fewer experimental studies are available that define the 

relationship between specific affected psychological processes and precise therapeutic 

responses despite the fact that it is within this sphere of investigation that the clues for 

the understanding of some determinants o f psychologic disorders may be found. This 

review of the literature and the study focused primarily on this gap in knowledge 

regarding ECT.

Of the thousands of studies on the effects o f ECT, the psychological processes 

subsequent to ECT which have received most consideration and study are those focusing 

on the extraordinary memory changes manifested by patients undergoing ECT. These 

changes in memory have been found to be the most frequent psychological phenomenon 

upon which ECT may have a fundamental enhancing effect resulting in an improved
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mental status. This claim has elicited considerable controversy over the years and 

generated numerous studies which focused on establishing links between ECT and 

retrograde memory loss. This study continues that inquiry, except for the primary 

difference of looking at the link between ECT and anterograde memory loss.

The main interest in studying memory impairment subsequent to ECT has come 

from those psychologists who have been involved in studying the effects o f interventions 

of juxtaposed factors on learning and retention. They have contributed the greatest 

number of controlled experiments to the body of knowledge in this area. Although, as is 

to be expected, no researchers have had as their goal the investigation of factors identical 

to those in the present study, there are many which have tangential value and have 

reported results which are significantly suggestive towards an analysis of the relationship 

between selective post-shock changes and therapeutic responses.

Because o f the vast amount o f literature, for purposes of clarity and 

understanding, this review will examine the development of current knowledge and gaps 

in knowledge from a quasi-historical perspective. The review graphically delineates the 

failure in previous research on ECT and memory to determine the effects o f ECT 

specifically on anterograde memory.

Early History of Experiments on Human Subjects.

The earliest studies of ECT and memory loss were conducted and published in the 

late 1940s. While many of the early analyses are clinically interesting, they lack the 

appropriate research design and methodology of later empirical studies (Daniel, Weiner,

& Crovitz, 1983). Another major flaw frequently found in the literature pertains to the
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gross measures that were utilized to assess cognitive deficits: the extant test instruments 

that were employed in the studies o f that time lacked the precision of modem 

psychometric measurement instruments (Heath & Norman, 1946; Janis, 1947; Rabin, 

1947). This is especially true of some of the clinical studies conducted throughout the 

1950s which were based on anecdotal stories involving the "personal memories" o f 

paranoid schizophrenic patients. It is important to point out that the clinical criteria for 

establishing a diagnosis during the 1940s and 1950s were relatively crude compared to 

current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-m-R) and International Classification of 

Diseases (ICDA-9) criteria.

Another of the methodological problems limiting the generalizability of the 

findings from these studies stemmed from the heterogeneous nature of diagnoses o f the 

subjects in many o f the target groups; that is, diagnoses were lumped together and 

delineated as "psychotic disorders" as opposed to the homogeneous group of 

endogenously depressed individuals selected for this study. For example, in one of the 

rare explicitly focused experimental studies published on anterograde memory, Luborsky 

(1948) concluded that "The difference in test patterns between schizophrenics and 

depressives is so great that research on the effects o f convulsive treatments should always 

specify and treat these categories separately." Luborsky used various subtests of the 

Wechsler Bellevue Intelligence Scale as the psychometric base. He reported a slight 

change in immediate anterograde memory as measured by the Digit-Span Backwards 

subtest. Unfortunately, Luborsky's study has no outstanding significance for the present 

investigation since he used Digit-Span Backwards as a pure measure o f immediate
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anterograde memory measure. The tasks inherent in this subtest, however, require a 

reordering process which entails other aspects o f higher cognitive functioning not 

directly related to memory and, for that reason, do not constitute a pure measure. 

Unfortunately, most of the early studies failed to follow Luborsky's admonition, 

including many of the studies reviewed by this author. Nonetheless, Luborsky's 

conclusion relates to the rationale and selection o f the subjects and tests for this study.

Similar problems continued to be prevalent in many of the early empirical studies. 

In fact, as late as 1975, Harper and Weins reported that the research methodologies 

lacked precision and were inadequate, especially in regard to the qualitative aspects of 

memory. For example, many terms failed to be clearly operationalized; causal 

relationships between word association lists and disturbed repressive mechanisms were 

readily postulated as reasons for "disturbed memory" but seldom clearly empirically 

established. Vague terms such as pleasant or indifferent memories were used to describe 

the type of amnesia being assessed (Cerletti, 1950; Kalinowsky & Hoch, 1960; Korin et 

al., 1956; Fink et al., 1974). These problems have continued throughout subsequent 

decades as numerous empirical studies suffered either from a lack of homogeneity of the 

clinical groups or an inability to adequately define memory loss by consistent, 

appropriate operative measures (Weiner et al., 1960). Equally significant, for purposes of 

this study, is that the early research endeavors focused predominantly on aspects of 

retrograde memory loss as opposed to anterograde amnesia.

Over the years, new methods and ECT procedures were introduced, frequently 

with the claim that the new, alternative methods reduced the post-shock amnesia states in
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patients. What one must be aware o f in conducting a historical review of ECT, is that the 

research and analyses of the therapeutic value of these alternative developments did not 

include, for the most part, the operational definition o f what constituted confusion, 

memory-loss or forgetting so that scientific comparisons between standard electroshock 

treatments and the alternative treatments are questionable, leaving open to further 

empirical study such issues as the problem of the effect o f electroshock on memory and 

the relationship of affected memory to prognosis of depression. Nonetheless, it is 

important to be familiar with the early published studies in order to assess the empirically 

based findings of these studies, for they laid out the basic understandings and directions 

for future researchers. For this purpose, six characteristic studies by Liberson, Rabin, 

Scherer, Wilcox, Liberson and Wilcox; and Medlicott which were conducted in the late 

1940s and early 1950s will be cited.

Liberson (1948) and Liberson & Wilcox (1945) reported that patients undergoing 

brief-stimulus therapy became reoriented in about half the time it takes with the standard 

electroshock method; that they showed no loss on the Wechsler Memory Scale, and that 

post-shock recall and recognition of implanted memories was slightly better than baseline 

measures. Medlicott (1948) later argued for Liberson's observations regarding the 

retention of implanted memories, reporting that relatives found less memory disturbances 

than when patients are subjected to the standard Cerletti-Bini treatments.

In another relevant study on memory, Rabin (1947) evaluated a group of 10 

patients who were receiving brief-stimulus ECT therapy; he reported a slight loss of 

memory as measured on the Wechsler Memory Scale immediately after shock but which
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improved shortly thereafter. In another study of the differential impact of brief-stimulus 

therapy, Scherer (1951) administered a battery of tests to 41 mental patients before and 

after ECT; the battery consisted of the Babcock Memory Paragraph, Benton Visual 

Memory Test, the Hunt-Minnesota Hard Pairs ( Auditory), and Word Association Test. 

Scherer concluded," the present study provides no striking or consistent evidence in 

support o f the hypothesis that electroconvulsive therapy affects psychological 

performance adversely."

Wilcox (1954) attempted to determine the relationship between post-shock 

confusion and desirable clinical outcomes using brief-stimulus therapy. Because she 

used a number o f standardized tests to measure confusion concomitant to 

operationalizing the term, it is helpful to describe this study in more detail than some of 

the others. Defining confusion as a "decrement in test scores after ECT as compared to 

the pre-ECT performance o f the individual," Wilcox administered two batteries of 

psychological tests, one short and one long. The short battery of tests included: serial 

subtraction of seven, naming of colors, and the naming of letter-number combinations on 

the 6 sides of a block. The longer battery consisted of two sets o f easy arithmetic, the 

Shipley-Hartford vocabulary and abstraction scales, and the Fairfield block substitution 

test. The shorter battery was administered at 15 minute intervals after the 1st, 5th and 

10th treatments. The longer battery was administered 1 day pre-ECT, 1 day after the 

10th ECT, 2 weeks after the end of the series of ECT, and 3 months afterwards. As a 

result of her analyses, Wilcox concluded that, "neither temporary treatment induced 

confusion after initial ECT nor cumulative confusion after an entire series often ECT's
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predicted the subsequent adjustment of the patients," and that "there is no evidence from 

this study to support the point o f view that this degree o f treatment-induced confusion is 

itself indicative of an added therapeutic benefit." She qualified the universality o f her 

conclusions by limiting them to findings with brief-stimulus treatment and not as yet 

referable to standard electroshock treatments. However, the most evident critique o f her 

study pertains to her rather selective definition o f confusion based upon its measurement 

by the tests she employed. The confusion generally referred to as associated with post 

electric convulsive treatment pertains to memory changes rather than the specialized 

abilities that are measured by her test battery, such as arithmetic, language functions, 

abstraction and visual perception.

There is no doubt that the tests used by Wilcox measure some abstract qualities o f 

memory, as memory is implicit in the response of the individual to any situation, other 

than those responses on a reflex level; but critical experimental study of post-shock 

amnesia requires the use o f more specific techniques and measurements. This is 

important to keep in mind in reviewing the literature on ECT for it is frequently 

impossible to accurately evaluate ECT studies either because they lack specificity in 

methodology, or the terms are not operationalized, or because the measuring instruments 

are not standardized or have little validity for the purpose for which they are applied in 

the study.

In spite of all these difficulties, some o f which were acknowledged at the time, 

the phenomenon of the impact o f ECT on recall and memory generated many studies. 

Zubin (1948) and Zubin & Barrera (1941) conducted experiments in which they used
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specific verbal learning tasks by administering a set of paired associates of meaningful 

and semi-meaningful words to patients before and after ECT. They found that the 

administration of ECT between learning and relearning obliterated recall; they also found 

that while tests of recognition showed a slight, insignificani loss of both meaningful and 

non-meaningfiil material during post-shock retesting, recall was significantly lower for 

the experimental group than for the control group. Zubin believed it was untenable to 

postulate the obliteration o f memory traces in view o f his experimental findings and 

concluded, therefore, that the apparent memory defect was, in essence, a loss o f feeling 

of familiarity with the material. He suggested that this apparent loss of familiarity could 

be therapeutically significant for personal memories.

In support of a role for affect in memory loss, Zeaman (1947), after testing a 

small group of patients pre- and post-shock with a word association list, reported a 

finding similar to Zubin's and concurred with his hypothesis regarding the significance of 

the loss o f familiarity and personal memories. Specifically, Zeaman believed that the 

loss of familiarity for emotionally toned associations may be the contributing factor 

towards therapeutic results. Janis (1950) found selectively determined retrograde 

amnesias for personal memories (which could be logically assumed to have more 

affective content than a list o f words for most persons) following detailed interviews with 

mentally ill patients before and after ECT. He postulated a causal relationship between 

the post-shock amnesia and changes in affectivity, and suggested that the selective 

amnesia may be triggered to eliminate or obfuscate disturbing and conflicting thoughts.

In 1953, Carter, investigating the types of personal memories of psychotic
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patients which were forgotten after electroshock treatments, concluded that: (1) 

circumscribed amnesia persists as long as 4 weeks after the last electroshock treatment;

(2) memories o f experiences imbued with feelings of guilt, shame, anxiety, inferiority, 

anger, and evasion were forgotten at a rate significantly greater than chance; (3) more 

unpleasant than indifferent or pleasant memories were forgotten; and (4) recent 

memories were forgotten more frequently than remote memories.

About the same time that Carter was investigating the types of personal memory 

losses in psychotics, Teicher (1953) was focusing on determining "whether perceptual 

changes with regard to emotional and nonemotional stimulus words took place during 

and after ECT.” He found that nonemotional stimuli were recognized at lower thresholds 

in post-shock groups while there was no distinction in recognition thresholds between 

emotional and nonemotionai stimuli in the pre-shock group. He concluded that these 

findings suggest that the post-shock group uses the mechanisms of repression with 

emotional stimuli, while in the pre-shock group the mechanisms of repression are 

disturbed.

Standardized valid measurement continued as a problem for some time. Squire et 

al. (1981) maintained that the standard measures of memory were inadequately sensitive, 

particularly in the areas of personal memory. Clinicians often contended that depression 

itself is frequently associated with memory deficits and, at least in some cases, reported 

that memory impairment did not appear to be the result o f residual depression measured 

at the time of testing. Over the many decades of inquiry and investigation, clinical 

evidence and patient reports have supported the supposition that long-term memory
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deficits occur well over a month following the final treatment; and many patients 

complain of spotty retrograde memory loss o f up to a few years prior to the actual 

treatment. (While anterograde memory loss reports are rarer, it may be because patients 

are not aware that they are unable to code new material satisfactorily.)

One of the major issues that has been examined in the literature is: when does 

shock therapy create the most significant loss o f memory functions, and to what degree 

are these functions impaired over time? Squire, Slates, & Miller (1981), however, 

pointed out how difficult it is to objectively demonstrate memory loss a month or more 

after a standard course of ECT. According to the authors, an earlier study conducted by 

Cronholm & Ottoson (1963) had shown that there does not appear to be a correlation 

between perceived losses and objective measures of memory function. Moreover, it has 

been shown that the progression of ECT during the course of treatment exacerbates the 

memory disturbance, so that by the end of treatment there is a significant cumulative 

effect.

While the findings o f these early studies report the loss o f memory and the 

existence o f confusion as common occurrences following ECT, many of the findings are 

contradictory, unclear or confusing, particularly in regard to anterograde memory loss, 

since the conclusions on the type, quantity and duration o f loss from these studies 

remained inconsistent (Chronholm & Ottoson, 1961,1963; Gottlieb & Wilson, 1965; 

McAndrew et al., 1967; Strain et al., 1968; Wilson & Gottlieb, 1967; Valentine et al., 

1968; Price & McAllister, 1984; Taylor & Carroll, 1987; Weiner, 1984; and Weiner & 

Squire, 1986). Actually, relatively few studies added specific information regarding
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anterograde memory loss to the growing base o f knowledge on the effects o f ECT.

One study that did further the specific knowledge was conducted by Cronholm & 

Molander (1964). These researchers found that while both anterograde and retrograde 

memory losses follow ECT, the losses diminished during the first few weeks following 

termination o f ECT treatments. This was later corroborated by Sutherland (1969). 

However, the major focus o f even these two studies was on retrograde amnesia for recent 

events, with the recovery over time first occurring with the more remote events.

Moreover, neither o f these studies utilized adequate psychometric instruments that were 

sufficiently sensitive and flexible to assess the persistent and subtle deficits associated 

with anterograde memory loss or to safeguard against practice effects. This latter failure 

is of a longstanding nature in research on the effects of ECT. As recently as 1990, 

Sackheim pointed out that many fallacious conclusions were frequently made because o f 

methodological flaws such as ignoring practice effects.

In tracing the study of the relationship between memory functioning, ECT and 

depression, it is clear that knowledge about their relationship and/or interactions 

developed almost in parallel tracts, that is, ECT-and-memory and ECT-and-depression. 

Historically, the early studies were conducted mainly on the efficacy o f ECT as a viable 

modality in the treatment o f depression. Subsequently, additional research commenced 

on assessing iatrogenically induced memory disturbances as a possible side effect of 

ECT. However, most o f these studies focused on retrograde (crystallized) memories 

rather that anterograde (fluid) memory or new learning. In addition, as mentioned earlier, 

many o f the measures were psychometrically crude and the study populations consisted
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of heterogeneous clinical groups who received either unilateral or bilateral electrode 

placements; this was further complicated by the fact that the subject groups were 

sometimes comprised of a mixture of people undergoing their initial ECT with others 

who had received multiple regimens of ECT.

In any case, it was during the early period of the 40s and the SOs that the 

effectiveness o f ECT in treating affective disorders was being empirically confirmed. By 

the early 1960s, however, it had become a well accepted fact that ECT impacted on both 

affect and cognition. The popularity o f ECT as a therapeutic treatment modality for 

depression expanded during the 1960s and led some researchers to experiment and refine 

the procedure for administering shock, concomitantly studying the effects o f different 

procedures. In a notable study designed to further the understanding of two types of 

procedures used in ECT, a double-blind study (Strain, 1968) was designed to investigate 

the use of bilateral and unilateral ECT on a group of depressed patients. The unilateral 

mode was found less efficacious in treating the depression. In addition, memory loss was 

reported as less significant than in bilateral ECT. Another study conducted by Bourgeois 

& Goavec (1969) concluded that bilateral shock produced memory loss of up to 80% as 

compared to a 33% loss following unilateral shock treatment. However, the authors of 

this study challenged Strain's earlier study, by concluding that unilateral shock in the 

nondominant hemisphere was equally effective in treating depression as bilateral shock. 

However, this finding has not been consistently substantiated in other empirical studies.

It is a common belief by clinicians, however, that bilateral ECT is a more effective 

modality for the treatment o f depression with less relapse posttreatment.
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Other early studies on a variety o f ECT procedures produced diverse results that 

added to the growing knowledge base; however, none of them were conclusive in their 

findings. There were many different foci for these studies: one study reported shorter 

hospital stays and reduced memory loss in unilateral ECT (White, Shea, & Jonas, 1968); 

another study conducted the following year focused on electrode placement theory as it 

related to subsequent types of memory loss (Inglis, 1969). This latter study corroborated 

several previous studies indicating that left-hemisphere unilateral shock produced more 

verbal deficits in memory compared to the results of shock in the nondominant 

hemisphere. While these findings were interesting, none of them explicitly set out to 

study the extent or duration of anterograde memory loss have definitively or 

unequivocally established the extent or duration of anterograde memory loss.

It was not until the 1970s that the experimental data began to clarify the specific 

nature of the memory loss associated with different procedures utilized in ECT. Initially, 

the impetus came from clinical studies; later, more empirical studies were undertaken. 

Many of these studies represent a critical endeavor to establish a relationship between 

memory and depression. Researchers began to compare memory deficits associated with 

sine wave and brief pulse ECT for unilateral and bilateral electrode placement. It was 

found that posttreatment confusion and memory loss were greatest with 6 bilateral ECTs 

and least with four nondominant unilateral ECT's. Abrams (1972,1989), for example, 

found bilateral ECT is the treatment of choice for depression because of its potency. 

(ECT patients have a prolonged recovery with bilateral electrodes and higher intensity 

sine wave stimulation.) However, his findings were not undisputed. While Kerlinger
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(1975) found similar results on unilateral vs. bilateral treatment in regard to confUsion 

and memory loss, he differed in the generic conclusion regarding the treatment o f choice. 

Kerlinger recommended unilateral treatment as best for ambulatory and geriatric patients.

For some time, experts continued to dispute what constitutes the most efficacious 

ECT procedure, indeed what constitutes most efficacious. In an attempt to consolidate 

knowledge aggregated for over 25 years regarding memory loss as a result o f ECT, 

Dombush & Williams (1974), reviewed studies on the effects o f ECT on memory. They 

identified four factors which affect memory for events before and after the seizure: time, 

nature of the event, and mental set at the time of perception and at the time of assessment.

Other research was documenting diverse effects for different placements o f the 

electrodes as well as trying to establish a correlation between improvement o f the 

symptomatology of depression and memory loss (Cohen & Noblin, 1968). Some, such as 

Amot (1975), were concluding that the major factors in producing the desired effects in 

relation to depression, were dependent on the convulsion. Amot reported recent memory 

loss as a phenomenon related to disruption in brain wave activity and a necessity for 

relief o f depression. Frieberg (1977) concluded that ECT caused severe retrograde 

amnesia coupled with subtle defects in recent learning and memory. Allen (1978), 

however, was strongly convinced that proper electrode placement significantly reduced 

the cognitive impairment induced by ECT. Allen's idea seemed to be supported by the 

findings of both Small (1974) and Squire, Slater, & Miller (1981) that indicated less 

memory loss in patients having unilateral ECT. Interestingly, for purposes of this study, 

Bidder (1970) and Squire (1977,1981) had found in earlier studies that bilateral ECT
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produced greater amounts o f anterograde memory loss than unilateral ECT. In support o f 

this finding, many subjects in the studies in which the patients received bilateral ECT 

subjectively reported more memory loss than those receiving unilateral therapy. These 

findings would suggest that unilateral (right hemisphere) ECT was a more benign form of 

treatment vis-avis memory loss, i.e., less verbal memory loss occurred with unilateral, 

right hemisphere ECT.

Parallel to the research investigating specific ECT procedures and their diverse 

effects on depression and memory, other researchers were addressing issues concerning a 

noted decrease in putative memory deficits by modifications of ECT treatments when 

combined with chemicals. It was hypothesized that ECT-induced amnesia is 

qualitatively similar to that encountered with chemically-induced seizures; this, in turn, 

would suggest that the changes brought about by the seizures per se may be the chief 

mediator in memory loss. On the other hand, studies comparing the memory deficits 

associated with minimally versus markedly suprathreshold electrical stimuli provided 

contrary evidence, namely that the intensity o f the electrical stimulus in ECT is also 

involved in memory loss, as suggested by Squire (1981). A study by Small (1974) raised 

the issue o f interaction between ECT and chemicals. In a retrospective study of patients 

treated with ECT while on lithium, he found that memory loss was severe and suggested 

the possibility o f deleterious side effects occurring between the two treatments when 

offered simultaneously. Fink et al. (1974) reported the results o f their study of 

psychiatric patients in two double-blind comparative studies using flurothyl and ECT. 

Flurothyl and bilateral ECT yielded similar therapeutic results but differed in physical
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characteristics o f the seizures and incidence o f memory loss and confusion. Follow-up 

data suggest that memory defects could occur years after ECT and may be related to the 

mode of induction.

In support o f the hypothesis that it is the intensity of the electric shock itself that 

impacts on memory, Small (1974) noted that the findings associated with the degree of 

acute memory loss with fluorothyl is less than that found using ECT. Small's study, 

together with that o f Squire et al. (1978,1981) (who determined that, compared to the 

results from bilateral ECT, only a small amount o f verbal and, to a lesser degree, visual 

impairment is present following unilateral nondominant ECT) corroborated the idea the it 

is the intensity o f electric shock that is significant m memory loss. This is compatible 

with the evidence that with unilateral ECT, there is less electricity than with bilateral. 

Squire et al. and Small both reported that patients who received unilateral ECT related a 

lower level of subjective memory loss than reported by bilateral patients. Not all studies 

supported the superiority of bilateral ECT; Salzman (1980) reported that bilateral ECT 

produced permanent, cumulative memory loss and was less effective in treating the 

underlying psychopathology than neuroleptics; these, however, produce tardive 

dyskinesia.

Intense interest in improving the effects and safety o f ECT constantly spurs on 

new studies; thus, empirical investigations o f different types of ECT has continued over 

the years. As late as 1985, Rabin et al. reported a study in which patients were treated 

with three different types o f (combinations o f unilateral and bilateral) electroconvulsive 

therapy in random order in the first three sessions of their courses. Anaesthetic and
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muscle relaxants were administered in standard doses, and treatment applied a set time 

after bolus injection. Electroencephalographic recordings were undertaken before, 

during, and after treatment, and hormonal measures before and after. The responses to 

treatment differed between the three types of current in both EEG and prolactin 

measures. It was suggested that the quality of the convulsive response varies with 

different currents.

Since this investigation does not focus on either personality or intellectual 

changes, per se, that may occur after electroshock treatments, no attempt will be made to 

review the literature in these areas. However, a general overview of these studies 

indicates that while varied results have been obtained in studies of personality changes 

after electroshock treatment, there has been general agreement that no permanent 

detrimental intellectual changes take place.

In concluding the overview of the formative research literature on ECT, by the 

late 1970s most researchers and clinicians agreed that although there is substantial 

cognitive impairment, i.e., confusion, disorientation and memory loss following a full 

regimen of ECT, nonetheless it appears that a substantial recovery of memory also 

occurs. However, the exact amount of recovery of lost memory and the duration of 

deficits remained to be empirically demonstrated. This debate has continued up to the 

mid-1990s because there has not been a definitive study to reconcile the debate over the 

extent and permanency of the memory impairment.
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Chapter 3 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

23

The study was designed to investigate the existence of anterograde memory 

impairment due to ECT. This memory loss was assessed over time in order to discern 

whether it was a transient phenomenon or a permanent loss. Another focus of the study 

was to assess the effects o f depression on attention and memory. The primary research 

question for the study was: What is the long-term effect ofECT on anterograde memory? 

Within the primary question, several secondary research questions were raised.

1. At what point during a standard regimen of ECT is memory 

impairment most significantly impaired?

2. What is the relationship between memory functioning, ECT and Depression?

3. Does age impact on type, amount and duration o f memory loss following 

ECT?

The hypotheses for the study were:

1. Anterograde memory loss will be a transient loss that will remediate itself 

over time.

2. During the ECT regimen memory scores will progressively decline and at 1 

week-post eighth treatment the memory levels will be higher than pre-ECT 

levels due to the mitigating effects o f depression.

3. There is a relationship between gender, age and cognitive loss, i.e , 

anterograde memory deterioration, will be assessed to prove that a relationship exists as a
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result o f ECT.

4. Changes in memory induced by ECT are related to changes in depression.

All o f these hypotheses were based on research reported in the literature review 

section. However, there were numerous studies which contradicted each other as to 

whether or not the memory loss was permanent. Most o f the studies in the literature 

assessed retrograde memory. Therefore, the study will add substantially to the current 

body of knowledge. The impact of ECT on memory and its relationship to depression 

will also be examined to parcel out what role each factor played in the overall decline o f 

memory functioning.
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Chapter 4 

METHODOLOGY

Design

This study utilized a repeated measures research design for longitudinal 

assessment o f individuals with suspected iatrogenically induced memory dysfunction, as 

a result o f  bilateral ECT. The participants were reselected to the study by their admitting 

psychiatrist, and met the DSM-IH-R criteria for a major endogenous depression, for 

which medication and psychotherapy were ineffective. These patients received a battery 

o f cognitive and personality measures prior to, during, and following a prescribed 

regimen o f ECT. The focus o f the study was to determine whether or not bilateral ECT 

produces a long-term permanent disturbance in this patient population.

Subjects

Sixteen male and female subjects were selected from the patient population o f the 

Psychiatry Service at New York University Medical Center. The subjects' ages ranged 

from the fifth through the eighth decades. Each subject met the DSM-IQ-R criteria for 

endogenous depression. In each case, the attending psychiatrist admitted the patient for 

hospitalization due to the severity o f the depression. All o f the patients were first given a 

trial o f antidepressant medication prior to receiving ECT as a therapeutic measure in the 

treatment o f the depression. All subjects were medication-free for a washout period o f 2 

weeks prior to receiving ECT. A careful medical workup and psychological preparation 

was done for each patient.
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Written consent for the procedure was obtained from each patient. No financial 

compensation was involved for participation in these tests and it was fully explained to 

each patient that no direct benefits should be expected from the study. Initially, a pilot 

study was conducted with 2 male and 4 female patients to determine the sensitivity o f the 

assessment instruments, and to further establish whether the time intervals for testing 

were appropriate. The patients ranged in age between 59 to 75 years. They all met the 

aforementioned criteria established for the research protocol, and all signed consent 

forms to be part o f the study. The original 6 patients were included as part of the total 16 

that were analyzed.

Materials

Measurement and differentiation o f the anterograde component of memory loss 

was accomplished by utilizing the Randt Memory Scale. This memory test was designed 

for repeated measurements (in longitudinal studies) in organic brain disease focused on 

evaluation o f secondary episodic memory loss. It has been shown to be useful in 

discerning quantitative memory loss in a normal control group of patients ranging in age 

from 20 to 80 years. The test focuses on the detection of mild-to-moderate defects in 

transfer of everyday information into secondary (long-term) episodic memory, and in 

retrieval therefrom. Multiple presentations for acquisition to criterion are separated from 

retrieval trials by three differing retention intervals utilizing a variety of meaningful 

items (both verbal and nonverbal, which include attention/concentration, discourse, 

general information, rate, associative, and incidental learning tasks). The test has five 

equivalent alternative versions for longitudinal studies of memory functions over time.
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The Structured Clinical Interview (SCI) was used as an objective measure of 

psychopathology during and after all ECT regimens. It is a well standardized clinical 

interview format developed by Burdoch and Hardesty (1969). The Zung Self-Rating 

Depression Scale (1967) was also used throughout the evaluation process to establish a 

subjective level of clinical depression. It was important to determine the mitigating 

effect of depression on memory as a confounding factor when determining loss 

associated with ECT.

Procedure

Subjects were all deprived of anything by mouth for an 8-hour period prior to 

each ECT treatment to minimize the risk of vomiting and aspiration during the procedure. 

In normal preparation of each patient prior to ECT, an injection o f atropine (0.4 to 2.0 

mg.) was given to reduce secretions, to lessen the possibility of vomiting, and to block 

vagal stimulation caused by ECT (supposedly the principal cause of cardiac arrest). 

General anesthesia by intravenous infusion o f an ultra-short-acting barbiturate 

(methohexital sodium) helped to reduce patient discomfort. Following loss of 

consciousness, a depolarizing muscle relaxant known as succinylcholine (anectine) was 

administered through the same venipuncture. Adequate dosage of the muscle relaxant 

eliminates the possibility o f complications due to severe convulsions. The seizure 

threshold varies as a function of age, amount of sedative premedication, and other 

factors, such as convulsive stimulus consisted o f 110 volts applied for approximately 0.3 

seconds, with a set amperage.

The different versions of the Randt Memory Scale were selected randomly in
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order not to administer the same version to the same patient twice. The time intervals 

used in this study were as follows:

24 hours prior to the first ECT treatment (pretreatment assessment)

24 hours post-fourth ECT treatment (midtreatment assessment)

24 hours post-eighth ECT treatment (final treatment assessment)

1 week post-eighth ECT treatment (follow-up assessment)

The SCI and Zung rating scales for depression were also administered during the 

same time intervals. The SAS statistical software package was used to analyze these data 

(SAS Institute, 1985).
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS

ECT and Memory

Tables 1 to 18 contain the mean and standard deviation for each of the variables 

recorded from the Randt Memory Scale at each o f the times when the test was 

administered. These tables also contain the analysis of variance (ANOVA) tables for the 

randomized block design used to analyze these data as well as the Tukey's multiple 

comparisons that compare the means among the four times to determine where the 

significant differences lie. In addition, Figures 1 to 4 contain graphs of the means ± the 

standard error of the means at each of the time points for rote auditory-verbal, associative 

auditory-verbal, episodic/semantic auditory-verbal, and visual- verbal memory 

measurements.

All the graphs clearly show the decrease in the memory scores at the post-4-week 

and post-8-week times and the increase at the 1 week post-8-week examination. In some 

graphs the Pre-ECT level is slightly above the I week post-8-week level, while in others 

it is slightly lower.

The ANOVA tables show that the time effect is highly significant for all the 

variables. Since there are differences in the means among the four times,
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Table 1

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for General Information

Pre-ECT Post-ECTi Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT8

Mean 13.06 10.37 7.62 12.50

Standard
Deviation

0.77 2.27 2.82 2.82

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 291.79 97.26 24.88 <0.01

Subject 15 150.48 10.03 2.57 <0.01

Error 45 175.95 3.91

Total 63 618.23

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means o f the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECTg Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg Pre-ECT

7.62 10.37 12.50 13.06
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Table 2

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Five Items: Acquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 9.87 8.06 6.56 11.56

Standard
Deviation

1.96 3.02 3.09 2.12

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 226.42 75.47 17.39 <0.01

Subject 15 211.23 14.08 3.24 <0.01

Error 45 195.32 4.34

Total 63 632.98

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECTg Post-ECT^ Pre-ECT Post-ECT,
6.56 8.06 9.87 11.56
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Table 3

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Five Items: Recall

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECT* 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 3.56 1.93 1.06 3.37

Standard
Deviation

0.96 1.34 1.23 1.40

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 68.42 22.80 17.75 <0.01

Subject 15 35.73 2.38 1.85 >0.05

Error 45 57.82 1.28

Total 63 161.98

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT8 Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg Pre-ECT 

1.06 1.93 3.37 3.56
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Table 4

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Five Items: Reacquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECT8 1 Week 
Post-ECT,

Mean 13.43 9.06 7.75 14.00

Standard
Deviation

2.42 3.43 3.10 1.36

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 467.87 155.95 25.98 <0.01

Subject 15 167.75 11.18 1.86 >0.05

Error 45 270.12 6.00

Total 63 905.75

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means o f the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECTg Post-ECT^ Pre-ECT Post-ECT, 

7.75 9.06 13.43 14.00
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Table5

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Repeating Numbers: Forward

Pre-ECT Post-ECT,, Post-ECT8 1 Week 
Post-ECTg

Mean 6.31 5.81 5.25 6.81

Standard
Deviation

1.53 1.32 1.48 1.27

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 21.54 7.18 7.31 <0.01

Subject 15 75.10 5.00 5.10 <0.01

Error 45 44.20 0.98

Total 63 140.85

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECTg Post-ECT,! Pre-ECT Post-ECTg 

5.25 5.81 6.31 6.81
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Table 6

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Repeating Numbers: Backward

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT,

Mean 3.81 3.37 2.68 4.12

Standard
Deviation

0.91 1.31 1.01 1.02

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 18.62 6.20 8.25 <0.01

Subject 15 35.50 2.36 3.14 <0.01

Error 45 33.87 0.75

Total 63 88.00

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECX, Pre-ECT Post-ECT,

2.68 3.37 3.81 4.125
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Table 7

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey*s Multiple
Comparison Results for Paired Words: Acquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECT8 1 Week 
________________________________________________________ Post-ECT,

Mean 11.56 8.75 6.00 12.68

Standard 3.94 3.02 3.32 2.62
Deviation

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 431.62 143.87 27.92 <0.01

Subject 15 408.50 27.23 5.29 <0.01

Error 45 231.87 5.15

Total 63 1072.00

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT, Pre-ECT Post-ECT, 

6.00 8.75 11.56 12.68
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Table 8

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Paired Words: Recall

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT,

Mean 4.31 , 2.75 1.62 4.18

Standard
Deviation

1.25 1.29 1.40 1.60

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 78.31 26.10 18.89 <0.01

Subject 15 54.43 3.62 2.63 <0.01

Error 45 62.18 1.38

Total 63 194.93

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT. Post-ECT. Pre-ECT

1.62 2.75 4.18 4.31
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Table 9

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Paired Words: Reacquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT,

Mean 16.12 11.94 9.12 15.31

Standard
Deviation

2.52 4.04 3.75 3.26

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 499.12 166.37 19.11 <0.01

Subject 15 320.00 21.33 2.45 <0.01

Error 45 391.87 8.70

Total 63 1211.00

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means o f the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT^ Post-ECT, Pre-ECT 

9.12 11.94 15.31 16.12

Table 10

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple 
Comparison Results for Short Story: Acquisition
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Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECT* 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 6.93 4.62 3.81 7.00

Standard
Deviation

2.32 2.57 2.25 2.63

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 126.31 42.10 11.17 <0.01

Subject 15 191.43 12.76 3.38 <0.01

Error 45 169.68 3.77

Total 63 487.43

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECTg Post-ECTi Pre-ECT Post-ECT,

3.81 4.62 6.93 7.00
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Table 11

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Short Story: Gist

Pre-ECT Post-ECT* Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 5.43 4.18 3.06 5.81

Standard
Deviation

1.50 2.13 1.91 1.75

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 15.25 25.08 12.86 <0.01

Subject 15 116.00 7.73 3.97 <0.01

Error 45 87.75 1.95

Total 63 279.00

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT* Post-ECT, Pre-ECT Post-ECT*

3.06 4.18 5.43 5.81
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Table 12

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Short Story: Recall

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECT, 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 4.87 1.56 0.93 4.62

Standard
Deviation

2.24 1.82 1.48 2.21

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 199.62 66.54 35.91 <0.01

Subject 15 149.00 9.93 5.36 <0.01

Error 45 83.37 1.85

Total 63 432.00

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means o f the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT* Post-ECT, Post-ECT* Pre-ECT

0.93 1.56 4.62 4.87
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Table 13

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Picture Recognition:

Positive Acquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT,

Mean 6.50 5.18 5.06 6.62

Standard
Deviation

0.96 2.16 2.17 0.50

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 33.31 11.10 5.31 <0.01

Subject 13 64.93 4.32 2.07 0.03

Error 45 94.18 2.09

Total 63 192.43

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT* Pre-ECT Post-ECT,

5.06 5.18 6.50 6.62
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Table 14

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Picture Recognition:

False Positive Acquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 0.25 0.00 1.18 0.06

Standard
Deviation

0.57 0.00 1.94 0.25

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 14.62 4.87 5.24 <0.01

Subject 15 20.50 1.36 1.47 0.16

Error 45 41.87 0.93

Total 63 77.00

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT, Pre-ECT Post-ECT,

0.00 0.06 0.25 1.18
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Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Picture Recognition:

Positive Reacquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 6.62 4.93 4.56 6.50

Standard
Deviation

0.71 2.04 1.96 0.51

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 53.81 17.93 8.35 <0.01

Subject 15 35.93 2.39 1.12 0.37

Error 45 96.68 2.14

Total 63 186.43

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECTK Post-ECTd Post-ECTg Pre-ECT 

4.56 4.93 6.50 6.62
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Table 16

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Picture Recognition:

False Positive Reacquisition

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECT* 1 Week 
Post-ECT,

Mean 0.75 0.43 1.81 0.06

Standard
Deviation

1.29 1.03 2.31 0.25

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 27.17 9.05 4.94 <0.01

Subject 15 39.73 2.64 1.44 0.17

Error 45 82.57 1.83

Total 63 149.48

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT, Pre-ECT Post-ECT, 

0.06 0.43 0.75 1.81
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Table 17

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Picture Recognition: Verbal

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 3.75 2.43 1.62 4.00

Standard
Deviation

1.39 1.75 1.25 1.63

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 60.17 20.05 12.18 <0.01

Subject 15 64.60 4.30 2.62 <0.01

Error 45 74.07 1.64

Total 63 198.85

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means o f the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT* Post-ECTd Pre-ECT Post-ECT*

1.62 2.43 3.75 4.00
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Table 18

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Incidental Learning

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECT*

Mean 2.62 0.93 0.18 3.81

Standard
Deviation

2.02 1.52 0.75 2.16

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 128.67 42.89 22.69 <0.01

Subject 15 90.48 6.03 3.19 <0.01

Error 45 85.07 1.89

Total 63 304.23

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means of the Four Periods

1 Week
Post-ECT* Post-ECT4 Pre-ECT Post-ECT*

0.18 0.93 2.62 3.81
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Tukey's multiple comparison method is used to determine which time points 

differ from each other. In Tables 1 to 18 the results of the multiple comparisons are 

displayed. The means are ordered from smallest to largest. Ifthe times are joined by an 

underline, they are not statistically significantly different from each other at the 5% 

significance level. The times that are not underlined by a common line have means that 

are statistically significantly different according to Tukey's multiple comparison method. 

Using these multiple comparison methods, the following observations may be made. For 

all the variables the mean memory score Pre-ECT and 1 week post-8 weeks are not 

statistically significantly different from each other (Tables 1 to 18). For 12 o f the 18 

Randt variables the means at 4 weeks and 8 weeks are not significantly different from 

each other. For all the variables at least one of the 4 week or 8 week means was different 

from the Pre-ECT and 1 week post-8 week times. For all the variables in which high 

scores indicated a high level o f memory ability, the 8 week time point had the smallest 

observed mean (although it was not significantly different from the 4 week time in some 

cases). Among the variables in which high scores indicated a high level o f memory 

ability, in 10 of the 16 variables the 1 week post-8 week observed mean score was higher 

than the Pre-ECT mean score (although no pair indicated a statistically significant 

difference).

The ANOVA tables show that for most variables there is significant variability 

in the Randt memory scores among the subjects in the study. The variability among the 

subjects is statistically significant for all but three variables (Picture Recognition: False 

Positive Acquisition; Picture Recognition: Positive Recall; Picture Recognition: False
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Positive Recall).

ECT and Depression 

Table 19 and Figure 5 show the results for the changes in the Zung Self-Rating 

Depression Scale. The change in depression scores across the treatment period and after 

the treatment ceased is highly significant (F = 226.19, df=  3,45). The graph shows that 

there is a decline in the depression scores during the ECT treatment period and a further 

decline after the treatment is terminated.

Structured Clinical Interview Results 

The Structured Clinical Interview (SCI) provides therapist assessed measures 

o f patient depression and memory as well as other facets of the patient's health and well

being. The inventory consists o f 10 nonoverlapping subtests. These subtests measure 

cognitive and behavioral aspects o f the patients.

Thus the SCI subscales provide additional data against which the Randt memory scores 

and the Zung self-assessed depression scores can be compared.

Tables 20 and 21 contain the descriptive statistics and ANOVA results 

comparing the time periods and subjects for the SCI standardized scores. Figure 6 

displays the mean SCI scores at each time point for the 10 subscales of the SCI. These 

data indicate that subjects started out being severly depressed, and by 1 week after the 

final treatment depression ranges were within normal limits.
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Table 19

Summary Data, ANOVA Table and Tukey's Multiple
Comparison Results for Zung's Self-Rating

Depression Scale

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 

Post-ECT,

Mean 93.62 70.19 52.19 39.19

Standard
Deviation

5.68 6.82 5.41 5.32

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum o f Squares Mean Square F Value p-value

Time 3 26735.29 8911.76 226.19 <0.01

Subject 15 272.10 18.14 0.46 0.94

Error 45 1772.95 39.39

Total 63 28780.35

Tukey's Multiple Comparison Results Comparing the Means o f the Four Periods (all are 
significantly different from each other)

1 Week
Post-ECT, Post-ECT, Post-ECT^ Pre-ECT

39.19 52.19 70.19 93.62
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Table 20

Descriptive Statistics (Mean and Standard Deviation) 
for the Standardized Scores on the 
Structured Clinical Interview Data

Variable Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECTa

Anger- Hostility .07 -.14 -.08 -.20
1.01 .95 .88 .79

Conceptual .16 1.53 2.25 -.10
Dysfunction .99 1.09 .52 .83

Fear- 2.90 2.19 1.18 .41
Worry .50 .53 1.24 1.27

Incongruous 1.43 1.65 1.88 .12
Behavior 1.38 1.34 1.00 1.07

Incongruous .36 .76 .13 -.20
Ideation 1.34 1.54 1.11 .69

Lethargy- 1.64 1.37 .98 .58
Dejection .32 .49 .64 .87

Perceptual 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dysfunction 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Physical 3.39 3.39 2.32 1.07
Complaints .59 .59 1.44 1.50

Self- 1.84 1.69 .90 .30
Depreciation .20 .34 .90 .97

Sexual Problems .42 -.09 -.25 -.25
1.28 .85 .62 .62
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Table 21

ANOVA Results (p-values) for Differences Among the 
Four Times and Among Subjects for the 

Standardized Scores on the 
Structured Clinical Interview Data

Variable Time Subject

Anger- Hostility .31 <.01

Conceptual
Dysfunction

<.01 .20

Fear-
Worry

<.01 .59

Incongruous
Behavior

<.01 <.01

Incongruous
Ideation

<.02 <.01

Lethargy-
Dejection

<.01 <.01

Physical Complaints <.01 .03

Self
Depreciation

<.01 >.05

Sexual Problems <.01 <.01
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For the Perceptual Dysfunction subscale (subscale 7) the scores showed no variability 

and were always zero. Thus, these data are not analyzed further. In all scales, except 

Anger-Hostility (1) (and Perceptual Dysfunction (7)), the scores 

changed across the time points. In all scales, except Conceptual Dysfunction (2) and 

Fear-Worry (3), there was significant variability among the subjects.

For Conceptual Dysfunction (2), Tukey's multiple comparisons indicated that 

the mean scores were the same at pre-ECT and 1 week post-8-weeks, and are the same at 

post-4-weeks and post-8-weeks, but differ between these two groups. As seen in Figure 

6, the means during the treatment period were higher than the means before the treatment 

began and after the treatment ended.

For Fear-Worry (3) the means at the first two time points did not differ 

significantly, nor did the means at the last two time points. However, the final two time 

points are different from the first two. Tauie 20 and Figure 6 show a decline in this 

subscale as the treatment progressed.

Lethargy-Dejection (6) also shows a modest but statistically significant decline 

in scores over the treatment period (Figure 6 and Tables 20 and 21). The means for 

periods 1 and 2 are not statistically significantly different from each other, means for 

periods 2 and 3 are not statistically significantly different from
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each other, and means for periods 3 and 4 are not statistically significantly different from 

each other.

Physical Complaints (8) also declines over the time span considered. While 

the means at Pre-ECT and post-4 weeks are not significantly different 

from each other, the means at post-8 weeks and 1 week post-8 weeks are significantly 

different from each other and from the first two time periods.

The same result holds true for Self-Depreciation (9) which has the same pattern 

of decline and statistical differences as does Physical Complaints (8).

ECT and changes in depression and changes in memory

To assess the relationship between changes in memory and changes in 

depression, correlations were computed between changes during various time points.

First, the change in depression from pre-ECT to 1 week post-8 weeks (depression at 1 

week post-8 weeks - depression at pre-ECT) and changes in the Randt memory scales 

from pre-ECT to post-4 weeks and pre-ECT and Post-eight weeks (Memory at [4 or 8] 

weeks), (Memory at pre-ECT) were computed to evaluate the effect o f changes in 

memory scores during treatment with changes in depression over the entire treatment 

course. Due to the small sample size (16 subjects) few statistically significant 

correlations were found between these change scores. No memory change from pre-ECT 

to post-4 weeks was statistically significantly correlated with change in depression from 

pre-ECT to 1 week post-8 weeks. For pre-ECT to post-8 weeks, Picture Recognition: 

Positive Acquisition had a significant correlation with the change in depression scores 

(r = .673, p-value = .004).
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Next, to compare memory changes with depression changes over the same 

time period, the differences were computed between the same time points. The analysis 

reveals the following statistically significant results:

For pre-ECT to post-8 weeks change in Repeating Numbers: Backward was 

significantly correlated with change in depression scores (£ = .505, p-value = 

.046).

For pre-ECT to post-4 weeks change in Five Items: Reacquisition was 

significantly correlated with change in depression scores (r = -.541, p-value = 

.030) and change in Paired Words: Acquisition was not quite significantly 

correlated with change in depression scores (r = -.482, p-value = .059).

For post-4 weeks to post-8 weeks, the change in Picture Recognition: False 

Positive Acquisition and Picture Recognition: False Positive Reacquisition 

were significantly correlated with change in depression scores (r = -,509,_p- 

value = .044; and r = -.522, g-value = .038) and change in Picture 

Recognition: Positive Reacquisition was not quite significantly correlated with 

change in depression scores (r = -.443, p-value = .086).

Finally, to evaluate whether memory recovery is related to change in 

depression, the change in memory scores from the post-8 weeks to the 1 week post-8 

weeks was correlated with the change in depression score from the pre-ECT to 1 week 

post-8 weeks. Picture Recognition: Positive Acquisition was significantly negatively 

associated with change in depression (r_= -.764, p-value = .0001) while Short Stoiy: 

Acquisition was not statistically significantly associated with the change in depression (r
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ImpacLofageandgenderonmemoryand depression during ECT 

Of secondary importance to this investigation, gender differences and age 

differences were investigated. Age is divided into three categories: less than 60 years, 60 

to 70 years, and older than 70 years. There are 3,5, and 8 subjects in these categories, 

respectively. The study subjects consisted of 9 women and 7 men. To investigate these 

factors, the three-way, 2 x 3 x 4 ,  ANOVA model contained gender, age, and time, as 

well as the 3 interactions, time x age, time x gender, and age x gender. Table 22 

contains the results of these ANOVA analyses for the Randt memory scores while Table 

23 contains the results for the standardized SCI scores and the Zung Self-Rating 

Depression scale. The second column gives the p-values for the 3 two-way interactions
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Table 22

ANOVA Results (F statistics [df = 10,47] and jj-values) on the Effects o f Gender and Age on
the Randt Memory Scores.

The three interactions are Age x Time, Age * Gender, and Time x Gender. The tests for Gender 
and Age are from the models excluding the thee interactions when they are not significant.

Variable Three Interactions Gender Age

General Information >.10 .99 .29

Five Items: 
Acquisition

>.10 .02 .05

Five Items: 
Recall

.03

Five Items: 
Reacquisition

>.10 .27 .40

Repeating Numbers: 
Forward

>.10 <.01 .32

Repeating Numbers: 
Backwards

>.10 <.01 .15

Paired Words: 
Acquisition

>.10 .09 .41

Paired Words: 
Recall

>.10 .70 .46

Paired Words: 
Reacquisition

>.10 .49 .99

Note: For Five Items Recall the Age * Gender interaction is significant while the other two 
interactions are not statistically significant. This means that the difference between men and 
women varies according to which age group they belong, and hence, the individual g values are 
not reported.
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Table 22 (Continued)

ANOVA Results (E statistics [df = 10,47] and p- values) on the Effects of Gender and Age on
the Randt Memory Scores.

The three interactions are Age x Time, Age x Gender, and Time x Gender. The tests for Gender 
and Age are from the models excluding the thee interactions when they are not significant.

Variable Three Interactions Gender Age

Short Story: 
Acquisition

>.10 >.05 .18

Short Story: 
Gist

>.10 .04 .09

Short Story: 
Recall

>.10 .48 .29

Picture Recognition: 
Positive Acquisition

>.10 .20 .36

Picture Recognition:
False Positive Acquisition

>.10 .14 .77

Picture Recognition: 
Positive Recall

>.10 .24 .62

Picture Recognition: 
False Positive Recall

>.10 .54 .57

Picture Recognition: 
Verbal

>.10 >.05 .04

Incidental Learning <.01

Note: For Incidental Learning the Age x Gender and
Age x Time interactions are both significant while the Time x Gender interaction is not 
statistically significant. This means that the difference between men and women varies 
according to which age group they belong and the differences among the age groups differ 
among the four treatment times.
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Table 23

ANOVA Results (F statistics [df = 10,47] and p-values) on the Effects o f Gender and Age for
the Standardized Scores on the 

Structured Clinical Interview Data and 
the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale

The three interactions are Age x Time, Age * Gender, and Time x Gender. The tests for Gender 
and Age are from the models excluding the thee interactions when they are not significant.

Variable Three Interactions Gender Age

Anger-Hostility >.10 .02 .38

Conceptual
Dysfunction

>.10 .06 .95

Fear-
Worry

>.10 .28 .73

Incongruous
Behavior

>.10 .94 .02

Incongruous
Ideation

>.10 .04 .22

Lethargy-
Dejection

>.10 .12 <.01

Physical Complaints >.05

Self-
Depreciation

>.02

Sexual Problems >.10 .09 .11

Zung Depression Scale >.10 .54 .62

Note: 1. For Physical Complaints the Age x Time interaction is significant while the other two 
interactions are not statistically significant. This means that the differences among the age 
groups vary among the four treatment times.
2. For Self-Depreciation the Time x Gender interaction is significant while the other two 
interactions are not statistically significant. This means that the differences between men and 
women vary among the four treatment times.
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and shows that for most o f the variables the 3 two-way interactions are not significant. If  these 

interactions were not statistically significant, then the model with only time, age, and gender was 

fit to investigate the age and gender differences while adjusting for the time differences. The 

third and fourth columns of Tables 22 and 23 contain the g-values for gender and age from these 

reduced

models. A number of the variables indicate significant gender and/or age differences.

For the Randt subscale Five Items: Recall, the age x gender interaction is significant (11- 

value = .0014/. Table 24 contains the means o f this variable by age and gender.

For Incidental Learning the age * gender interaction is statistically significant (g-value = 

.0004) and the age x time interaction is not statistically significant (p-value = .0547). Table 25 

contains the means broken down by time, age, and gender.

Two of the SCI subscales have significant two-way interactions. Table 26 contains the 

means for Physical Complaints by age and time. Table 27 contains the means o f the Self- 

Depreciation scores by gender and time. At the first two measurement times men have lower 

means, while at the last two measurement times the women have lower mean scores for Self- 

Depreciation.
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Table 24

Means of number of observations of subjects (sample size) for Randt score Five Items: Recall
by Age and Gender.

Age

Gender <60 6 0 -7 0 >70

Men 2.75 (12) 3.75 (4) 2.08 (12)

Women - - ( 0 ) 1.88(16) 2.80 (20)
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Table 25

Means (sample size) for Randt score Incidental Learning 
by Age, Gender and Time.

Gender Age

Time

Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week 
Post-ECTR

<60 5.33 (3) 1.00 (3) 1.00(3) 6.00 (3)

Men 6 0 -70 4.00(1) 5.00 (1) 0.00 (1) 5.00(1)

>70 1.33 (3) 0.33 (3) 0.00 (3) 1.67(3)

<60 - - ( 0 ) - - ( 0 ) - - ( 0 ) ~ ~  (0)

Women 6 0 -70 1.75(4) 0.50 (4) 0.00 (4) 2.25 (4)

>70 2.20 (5) 0.80 (5) 0.00 (5) 4.80 (5)
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Table 26

Means (sample size) for SCI Subscale Physical 
Complaints by Age and Time.

Time

Age Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 WeekPost-
ECTr

<60 3.30 (3) 3.60 (3) 3.12(3) 0.59 (3)

6 0 -7 0 3.28 (5) 3.83 (5) 2.41 (5) 0.20 (5)

>70 3.49 (8) 3.04 (8) 1.98 (8) 1.80(8)
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Table 27

Means (sample size) for SCI subscale Self- 
Depreciation by Gender and Time.

Time

Gender Pre-ECT Post-ECT4 Post-ECTg 1 Week Post- 
ECT*

Men 1.80 (7) 1.53(7) 1.39(7) 0.97 (7)

Women 1.88(9) 1.83 (9) 0.53(9) -0.22 (9)
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Table 28 contains the means for the variables that had a significant gender effect. For 

Five Items—Acquisition, Repeating Numbers: Forward and Backwards, Short Story: Acquisition, 

and Short Story: Gist—the men have higher mean scores. However, for Picture Recognition: 

Verbal, and the SCI subscales Anger-Hostility, Conceptual Dysfunction, and Incongruous 

Ideation the women have higher mean scores.

Table 29 contains the means for the variables that had a significant age effect. Five 

Items: Acquisition, Incongruous Behavior, and Lethargy-Dejection have smaller means for the 

60-year-old group than for the under 60 and over 70-year old groups. Picture Recognition: 

Verbal shows a decline in the mean scores with age.

Relationship among Memory and Depression Scores 

Next, certain relationships among the Randt, SCI and Zung scores were investigated. 

Subscales 3, 6, 8, and 9 of the SCI provide a therapist's assessment o f depression. These 

standardized scores were related to the Zung Self-Rating depression scores. Similarly, subscale 

2 o f the SCI (Conceptual Dysfunction) provides a therapist's assessment of the patient's memory. 

This standardized score was related to the Randt scores.

The correlations between Conceptual Dysfunction (2) and each of the Randt scales at 

each time separately result in very few significant associations. At Pre-ECT, Conceptual 

Dysfunction had significant negative associations with only Picture Recognition: Verbal and 

Incidental Learning. At 4 weeks there were no significant correlations. At 8 weeks, Five Items: 

Acquisition and Five Items: Reacquisition were significantly negatively related to Conceptual 

Dysfunction. Finally, at 1 week post 8 weeks there were again no significant relationships 

between Conceptual Dysfunction and the Randt scales. Thus no clear picture forms for the
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relationship between Conceptual Dysfunction and the Randt subscales at each time point. This 

result may be, in part, due to the small spread of values at each of the time points. If the 

correlations were computed by combining the data for the four time points, all the Randt scales 

(except Repeating Numbers: Forward) were significantly correlated with Conceptual 

Dysfunction. A similar result on Table 30 held for the correlation between the Zung Self-Rating 

depression scores and subscales 3,6, 8, and 9 (Fear-Worry, Lethargy-Dejection, Physical 

Complaints, and Self Depreciation) of the SCI. At Pre-ECT and 1 week post 8 weeks, none of 

these SCI variables was significantly related to the Zung scores. At the 4- and 8-week times 

only Self-Depreciation had a significant (positive) association with the Zung scores. If  the 

correlations were computed by combining the data for the four time points, each of the SCI 

subscales was highly significantly positively correlated with the Zung scores. In a regression 

analysis using the Zung Self-Rating scores as the dependent variables and the subscales of the 

SCI as independent variables, 70.5% of the total variation in the Zung depression scores was 

explained by the regression model in the four SCI subscales. Once Fear-Worry and Self- 

Depreciation were accounted for, neither Lethargy-Dejection nor Physical Complaints were 

significant predictors o f the Zung Depression scores.

Finally, the correlations between the Zung depression scores and the Randt memory 

scales was computed. At Pre-ECT, only Five Items: Reacquisition was significantly related to 

depression. At the remaining time points, there were no significant correlations. Since the 

depression scores declined over the four time points, while the Randt memory scores had a sharp 

rise at the end of treatment there were no significant correlations once the data were combined 

across the four time points.
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Table 28

Means of number o f observations of subjects (sample size) for Randt and SCI by Gender.

Variable Men (7) Women (9)

Five Items: 
Acquisition

10.00 8.25

Repeating Numbers: 
Forward

6.50 5.69

Repeating Numbers: 
Backwards

3.93 3.17

Short Story: 
Acquisition

6.29 5.06

Short Story: 
Gist

4.96 4.36

Picture Recognition: 
Verbal

2.82 3.06

Anger- Hostility -0.51 0.23

Conceptual
Dysfunction

0.70 1.16

Incongruous
Ideation

-0.18 0.61
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Table 29

Means (sample size) for Randt and SCI by Age.

Variable <60 6 0 -7 0 >70

Five Items: 
Acquisition

9.58 (12) 7.70 (20) 9.65 (32)

Picture Recognition: 
Verbal

3.67 (12) 2.85 (20) 2.75 (32)

Incongruous
Behavior

1.37(12) 0.64 (20) 1.64(32)

Lethargy-
Dejection

1.54(12) 0.70 (20) 1.28 (32)
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Table 30

Results o f Multiple Linear Regression Analysis o f Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale Scores 
with Fear-Worry, Lethargy-Dejection, Physical Complaints, and Self-Depreciation, r2 = 70.5%.

ANOVA Table:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean
Square

E Value p-value

Model 4 20293.4 5073.36 35.27 .0001

Error 59 8486.9 143.85

Total 63 28780.4

Parameter Estimates, t-statistics and p-values:

Variable Parameter Estimate t-value p-value

Intercept 33.94 10.28 .0001

Fear-Worry 8.34 6.73 .0001

Lethargy-Dejection -.2714 -.10 .9221

Physical Complaints 1.37 .95 .3470

Self-Depreciation 10.7 5.07 .0001
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Chapter 6 

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the long-term effect o f ECT on anterograde memory by 

examining three primary questions. In terms of when memory is most impaired, the data on the 

16 subjects showed that there are changes in memory as measured by the Randt Memory Scale 

during the course of ECT and for 1 week, thereafter. During the course o f the ECT, most 

memory subscales decreased, but rose to pre-ECT levels when the treatment was complete. 

Parallel to this finding the self-assessed depression scores decreased during the course of the 

ECT treatment and continued to decline after the termination of the treatment.

Comparing memory changes to changes in depression yielded few statistically significant 

results due to the small sample size.

There are no clear age effects on memory and self-assessed depression scores after 

adjusting for time effects.

Men tended to have higher mean scores for the Randt memory scale and lower mean 

scores on the SCI scale. Both results suggest that men have a higher level of memory 

functioning than the women after accounting for time and age differences.

ECT and Memory

The data from this study show that there is a change in the mean scores in all the 

variables recorded from the Randt Memory Scale. In particular, for most of the memory
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subscales the mean scores during the course of the ECT treatments were worse than the scores 

before the treatment commenced and 1 week after the treatment was terminated. The mean level 

24 hours after the eighth week treatment was generally the lowest, but was often not statistically 

significantly different from the mean after the 4 week treatment. Similarly, the means pre-ECT 

and 1 week after the 8th week were not statistically significantly different from one another for 

any o f the memory subscales. This suggests that the level of anterograde memory declines 

during the course of the ECT treatments but rises to pretreatment levels once the treatment is 

terminated.

This result agrees with Johnstone, Deakin, Lawlor, Frith, Stevens, McPherson, & Crow 

(1980) who found that memory was impaired during treatment but that there was no real 

difference between a treatment and control group some time after treatment. In addition, Squire 

et al.(1981) had previously found that ECT can initially disrupt the recall of events that had 

occurred many years ago, but that recovery of these memories was virtually complete 7 months 

after the treatment. In contrast to the results of this study, Squire et al.(1981) also found that 

there was a persisting memory loss of information acquired only a few days before the treatment 

began. However, that study examined only four patients. This study also concurs with the 

results o f Steif, Sackeim, Portnoy, Decina, & Sidney (1986) who showed a reduction in 

immediate memory (acquisition) during the course of the ECT treatments. However, immediate 

memory scores returned to baseline levels at the conclusion of the treatments. Kolbeinsson, 

Petursson, Skulason, & Amarson (1988) studied short- and long-term effects o f ECT. They
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corroborated the result that ECT produces a short-term memory deficit. Aperia (1985) also 

found that memory functions that were impaired after the ECT series were completely regained 1 

month later.

Williams, Iacono, Remick, & Greenwood (1990) examined verbal and visuo-spatial 

anterograde memory in depressed patients. In contrast to the results of this study which found a 

return to pre-ECT levels of memory function, their results showed evidence of memory 

impairment 2 weeks following ECT. However, they found no evidence of long-term deficits in 

memory functioning associated with ECT. Schuster, Opgenoorth, Gabriel, & Presslich (1986) 

attempted to separate the short- term effects o f ECT into anterograde and retrograde amnesia. 

They found that the ECT produced deficits in both types o f memory functions. However, Price 

and McAllister (1989) reported significant memory side effects (virtually all o f which were 

transient and reversible) in response to ECT. In studying the effect o f premedication on post- 

ECT results, Kelway, Simpson, Smith, & Halsal (1986) found that the medications had no 

significant effect but that bilateral ECT resulted in a significant short-term memory deficit.

Some impairment was to be expected since ECT can be regarded as an artificially induced brain 

trauma. As Kelway et al. (1986) and others have shown, bilateral ECT results in more 

significant cognitive damage, i.e., memory impairment. This study corroborated this type of 

impairment for anterograde memory which is the more fluid memory as opposed to the more 

crystalized retrograde memory and, therefore, more susceptible to interference. Since this study 

resulted in findings that showed a return to pre-ECT level o f anterograde memory functioning, it
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suggests that there may be no loss in anterograde memory with subsequent courses o f ECT. 

However, it is important to note that the subjects in this study had never undergone an ECT 

course before, so no final statement can be made on aggregate effects. Future studies will need 

to be conducted to determine that.

ECT and Depression

The results o f the data analysis demonstrated that there was a marked decline in the Zung 

Self-Rating Depression Scale during the period o f the ECT treatments and a further decline after 

the ECT treatments had ended. These changes were highly statistically significant. In addition, 

the four subscales o f the SCI that measure depression (Fear-Worry (3), Lethargy-Dejection (6), 

Physical Complaints (8), and Self-Depreciation (9) all showed declines in scores over the 

treatment period (Table 20, Figure 6). These results corroborate the findings of Kramer (1987) 

and Mulsant, Rosen, Thornton, & Zubenko (1991) who found that ECT led to a decrease in 

depressive symptoms in elderly depressed patients. Murray, Shea, & Conn (1986) also found 

that patients with stroke and depression had a marked improvement in depression after ECT. 

Zorumski and Rutherford (1986) found that all of their subjects with primary bipolar depression 

improved in terms of depressive symptoms while 91% with primary unipolar depression showed 

improvements. Moreover, Kramer (1987) found ECT to be safe and effective in the treatment of 

depression in elderly patients. Price and McAllister (1989) showed that most of their patients 

had a positive therapeutic response to ECT. These findings were corroborated by Janicak,

Davis, Gibbons, Ericksen, Chang, & Gallagher (1985) who analyzed data from a number of
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controlled studies and documented ECT's clear superiority over a placebo or antidepressants in 

treating severe depression.

Depression and Memory 

Bomstein, Baker, & Douglass (1991) showed that the correlation between memory 

(WMS and MMPI) and depression (HRSD) was not significant in patients with major 

depression. This result agrees with the findings of this study. At Pre-ECT there was only a 

significant correlation between the Zung depression score and one subscale on the Randt 

memory scale, namely, the Five Items: Reacquisition. It should be pointed out that, unlike most 

previous studies evaluating the relationship between ECT and memory, none of the subjects in 

this study as diagnosed with a psychosis. These subjects were patients who had been diagnosed 

with endogenous depression, but had not been responsive to their medication regimen. 

Diagnostically, then, they represented a somewhat pure group according to the DSM-UI-R 

criteria. The severe levels of depression they exhibited dissipated greatly between the baseline 

and follow-up testing sessions. While there was some improvement between the time intervals 

on memory functions the overall number of subjects was too small to derive statistical 

significance on all o f the Randt subtests. It is believed that if a larger empirical study were 

conducted the pre-ECT baseline scores would significantly improve in all areas of acquisition 

and retrieval once the depression had been successfully treated.

Structured Clinical Interview Results 

The SCI standardized scores measure the therapist's assessment of the patient's
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functioning. The variable, “Anger-Hostility” showed no significant changes over the treatment 

period, while the remaining subscales showed significant changes with time. By 1 week post 

ECT, the cognitive dysfunction, that is, memory loss and disorientation, had dissipated. Several 

subscales, in particular, “lethargy-dejection,” “physical complaints”, “self-depreciation”, and 

“fear-worry,” all strong indicators of depressive dysfunction, were elevated prior to ECT. All 

were relatively within the normal range within 1 week post ECT. This indicates that ECT has a 

positive impact on depression. While this is a significant observation, it was not the focus of this 

study. The fact that depression is ameliorated post ECT may have confounding effects on 

memory: as depression improves, so does memory. Symptoms of depression include decreased 

motor activity, decreased attention and decreased concentration. Devanand, Verma, 

Tirumalasetti, & Sackeim (1991) observed that patients given ECT did not manifest cognitive 

impairment at long-term follow-up. Miller, Siris, & Gabriel (1986) found that 25 out of 40 

depressed patients who had received ECT developed cognitive dysfunction severe enough to 

cause a delay in the treatment.

ECT and changes in depression and memory 

To assess the relationship between changes in memory and changes in depression, 

correlations were computed between changes among various time points. Due to the small 

number of patients in the study, (16 subjects) few statistically significant correlations were found 

among these change scores.

No memory change from pre-ECT to post-4 weeks was statistically significantly
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correlated with change in depression from pre-ECT to 1 week post-8 weeks. For pre-ECT to 

post-8 weeks Picture Recognition: Positive Acquisition had a significant correlation with the 

change in depression scores. This indicates that the more Picture Recognition: Positive 

Acquisition decreased from pre-ECT to post-8 weeks, the more depression scores decreased 

from pre-ECT to 1 week post-8 weeks, i.e., patients who became less depressed had increases on 

Picture Recognition: Positive Aquisition Scores.

With regard to memory changes and depression changes over the same time period, a 

number of statistically significant results were obtained.

For pre-ECT to post-8 weeks, changes in Repeating Numbers: Backward (a concentration 

task) was significantly correlated with change in depression scores. Large increases in the 

Repeating Numbers: Backward scores are associated with large decreases in depression scores.

For pre-ECT to post-4 weeks change in Five Items: Reacquisition was significantly, 

positively correlated with change in depression scores, and change in Paired Words: Acquisition 

was not quite significantly correlated with change in depression scores. In these cases the larger 

the increase in the memory measurements, the larger the decrease in the depression scores.

While not statistically significant, these scores could be clinically interpreted to mean that as the 

depression improves, the ability to remember new information improves.

For post-4 weeks to post-8 weeks, the change in Picture Recognition: False Positive 

Acquisition and Picture Recognition: False Positive Reacquisition were significantly correlated 

with change in depression scores. In these cases the more these two memory measurements
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improved, the more the depression scores would decrease. The same interpretations apply to the 

aforementioned findings on Picture Recognition and Repeating Numbers.

Finally, to evaluate whether memory recovery is related to change in depression, the 

change in memory scores from the post-8 weeks to the 1 week post-8 weeks was correlated with 

the change in depression score from the pre-ECT to the 1 week post-8 weeks. Picture 

Recognition: Positive Acquisition was significantly negatively associated with change in 

depression, while Short Story: Acquisition was not statistically significantly associated with the 

change in depression. Again, the more these two memory measurements increased from post-8 

weeks to 1 week post-8 weeks, the more the depression scores would decrease from pre-ECT to 

1 week post-8 weeks.

Impact of age and gender on memory and depression during ECT 

This study investigated severely depressed subjects whose ages ranged from 42 to 77.

No clear age effect appears from these data. This may not be surprising due to the small number 

of subjects in the study. For some variables the mean was smaller in the middle age group (60- 

year-olds) while Picture Recognition: Verbal showed a decline in scores with age.

Benbow(1989) concluded that the elderly may have a better response to ECT and that ECT was 

an important treatment for depression in this age group.

In women 60-70 years old, the mean Five Items: Recall score was lower than in men, 

while in the over 70-year-old women the mean score was higher than in men. For Incidental 

Learning, 60-to 70-year-old men tended to have higher scores than women, but over 70-year-old
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men tended to have lower mean scores than women. However, there was only one man between 

60 and 70, so that, even though this result is statistically significant, it must be interpreted with 

caution. It was difficult to interpret these findings given the small numbers of subjects. This 

may imply that there were gender differences in relation to age on certain memory parameters 

such as rote auditory-verbal memory (5 items) versus span of memory (incidental learning).

For “Physical Complaints,” at Pre-ECT the scores increased with age, while at the 8 

week time the scores decreased with age. For “Self-Depreciation,” at the first two measurement 

times men had lower means, while at the last two measurement times the women had lower 

mean scores.

For Five Items: Acquisition, Repeating Numbers: Forward and Backwards, Short Story: 

Acquisition, and Short Story: Gist, the men had higher mean scores. However, for Picture 

Recognition: Verbal, and the SCI subscales “Anger-Hostility,” “Conceptual Dysfunction,” and 

“Incongruous Ideation” the women had higher mean scores.

Means for the 60-year-old group were smaller for Five Items: Acquisition, Incongruous 

Behavior, and Lethargy-Dejection than the means for the under 60- and over 70-year-old groups. 

Mean scores for Picture Recognition: Verbal declined with age. These scores probably reflected 

the particular sample selected and should not be generalized.

The subjects in the study consisted of 7 men and 9 women. In 5 o f the 6 subscales of the 

Randt Memory Test that indicated significant differences between men and women, the men had 

the higher mean scores. For the 3 subscales o f the SCI that had significant gender differences,
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the men had the smaller means. Since higher scores on these subscales of the Randt indicate 

higher levels of memory functioning, and lower scores on the subscales of the SCI indicate better 

levels o f emotional functioning, these results seem to show that men in this particular study had 

higher levels of memory functioning and lower levels o f psychopathology than the women, after 

accounting for time and age differences.

Limitations:

This study consisted of only 16 severely depressed patients. Thus, the statistical power 

of the tests of association was poor. Another notable limitation of this study arises from the type 

of memory that was measured. The Randt focuses on auditory-verbal and visual-verbal memory. 

Thus, visual-spatial memory was relatively unassessed. In terms of the central nervous system 

(CNS) this means that while ECT impacts globally on the CNS, this study only measured 

memory from the perspective of left hemisphere cortical and subcortical regions. It is left to 

future research, using more complex visual/spatial tasks, such as the Rey-Osterrieth Complex 

Figure, to assess the impact of ECT on visual-spatial anterograde memory. These data relating 

to “right hemisphere” nonverbal functions will assist in understanding differential memory 

systems subserved by alternate cerebral access routes as postulated by current information 

processing theories and functional neuroanatomical imaging studies (PETT Scanning).

In addition, due to the diagnoses of the subjects included in the study, the results only 

have relevance for severely depressed middle-aged and elderly patients. Future studies should 

focus on severely depressed young adults to establish whether or not this trend exists throughout
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APPENDIX A

Measurement Instruments

1- Randt Memory Test

2- Structured Clinical Interview

3- Zung Self-Rating Depression Inventory
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THE STUDY OF MEMORY' AND DEPRESSION IN A GROUP OF PATIENTS 

RECEIVING ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY

I, _____________________ ___________________ , hereby give my consent for the tests  described
(.Full name -  please PRINT) 

below.

These tests  will determine the existence of any long term memory loss following ECT. The tests 
will utilize a paper and pencil-questionnaire to  evaluate memory in a  standardized fashion. This 
will be followed by three brief, psychologic tests' (also pencil and paper) to  measure your clinical 
improvement with trea tm en t and a brief neurological examination to  complete this study. It is 
necessary to take four standardized tests  which have been published under the names RANDT NYU 
Memory Battery, Hamilton Depression Scalei S tru c tu re d . Clinical Interview, and Symbol Digit 
Modality Test. These tests  consist of a series of questions in an interview format, some of which 
involve a. request by the examiner for recognition or recall a t  la ter dates. No drugs will be used. 
Three of the tests  will take -approximately twenty minutes to  administer. The fourth test will 'take 
ninety seconds to complete.
TOTAL TEST TIME: 1 hour.

The purpose of this study has been fully explained to me. I do not expect .any direct benefits from 
this study. Furthermore, I understand the results of my te s t  may be disclosed in reports for medical 
publications, however, my rights to privacy and confidentiality of my record will be strictly 
safeguarded and my identity concealed except with , my specific written consent to reveal it. I 
understand that I may withdraw from the study a t any time and, if I choose to do so, it will be 
without prejudice to my future trea tm ent. There will be no financial compensation involved by my 
participation in these tests.

I have been given the opportunity to discuss pertinent aspects of the research study, to ask 
questions, and I do hereby consent to participate in the research as outlined above. For further 
information or assistance please call Dr. Jonathan Brodie a t  Ext. 6365 or Dr. George Ginsberg at 
Ext. 5567 (10 West).

Investigator Date Participant 1 Date

Witness Date
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